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This ANZ Bank is a crisp building at the back of the 
burger bars fronting the beach at Bondi, NSW. The low 
battered brick retaining wall is an excellent device for 
separating the glass and brick box from the tawdry pave-
ments that surround it. The structural organisation is clear: 
manganese brick load bearing walls (internal piers), r. conc. 
roof beams and slabs, spoilt only by the rendering of the 
concrete—the originally intended off-form finish would have 
looked stronger and better. Windows: vinyl covered steel. 
Roofing: built up coal tar pitch/cell concrete finish. Jose-
land & Gilling, archts; W. H. Rosier & H. Schmidhofer, cons. 
engrs; B. H. Coleman & Fairburn Pty Ltd, bldrs. 

IT Entry forms for the Fifth Trade and Technical Literature 
Competition are now available from the Sydney Building 
Information Centre, P.O. Box 33, Sydney Mail Exchange, 
N.S.W. The competition is run annually and is sponsored 
jointly by the N.S.W. Chapter, Royal Australain Institute of 
Architects and the Sydney Building Information Centre Ltd. 
The objects of this Competition are: (a) To promote the 
production of concise and informative trade and technical 
literature for the building industry. (b) To help users of 
trade literature by encouraging manufacturers to adopt 
international A-4 (8* width by IIâ length; paper size and 
to classify it under the international SfB/UDC system. (c) 
To encourage adoption of the A.R.A.I.A. "Recommendations 
for the preparation of the Trade and Technical Literature 
for the building industry". Copies of the Recommendations 
are still available at the Centre. This year's Assessors are: 
Mr. Colin Griffiths, ARAIA, AASTC; Mr. Duncan Horne, 
ARIBA, ARAIA; Mr. Colin Brewer, Editor, Architecture in 
Australia; and Mr. George Flammang, Centre Manager, 
Sydney Building Information Centre. 
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This neat new laboratory, for Fairchild Australia Pty Ltd at 
Croydon, Vic., covers 170 squares and the construction time 
was, remarkably, 2/ months from signing of contract to occu-
pation. The lab is for the manufacture and development of 
transistors, requiring extremely fine tolerance in air purity 
and lighting control. The entire building is air conditioned 
and artificially illuminated, the only windows being to 
executive offices. Structure: steel frame, brick infill panels, 
steel deck roof, suspended ceilings. Total cost, inc. services, 
air. cond., sewage treatment plant, roadways and car park, 
$228,400 i.e. $1,240 per square. McIntyre McIntyre & 
Associates Pty Ltd, archts. 
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The steep roof planes, the towers and the heavy timber beams 
of St. James Presbyterian Church, Wattle Park (Melb.) 
suggest a fusion of Wrightian and Aalto-esque impulses, a 
blend which comes off pretty well except for the rather trite 
gabled entrance porch. To its ordinary suburban site the 
church brings a feeling of importance, without becoming 
melodramatic. The asymmetrical pitch of the roof, expressed 
internally, with ridge clearstories and light filtering down the 
tall shafts, plus the exposed timber structure and conc block-
work give the inside of the church a warm glow of humble 
materials enlivened by effective natural lighting. Accom-
modation: 350, including 80 in a side chapel. Main structure: 
3 pin arc using 18" x 6" timber beams. Roof manganese 
terra-cotta tiles. Cost $72,000. Chancellor & Patrick archts. 
Gyngell Bros. Pty. Ltd., Bldrs. 

In a typical suburban Melbourne cul-de-sac, this house 
retires from its neigbours behind conc. block parapet walls, 
draws a deep fascia'd flat roof over its entry and large 
windows, and concentrates upon carefully private semi-
enclosed courtyards. Internal walls face blockwork, f. plaster 
ceilings. Conc. slab floor. 22 squares, $24,800. Geoffrey 
Woodfall, archi. 



The demolition of the Roma Street Markets in the City 
Centre adjacent to King George Square and the City Hall 
has provided a keen controversy. The Brisbane City Council 
is proposing the conversion of the area to parkland. Other 
people such as the Chamber of Commerce, the Chamber of 
Manufacturers and Brisbane Development Association, seek 
redevelopment to put heart back in the City. Arthur Bligh, 
architect, had put forward a scheme (transport terminal, 
pedestrian separation, cultural centre, etc.) which has been 
commended by members of the State Government and the 
Q'land Chapter of the R.A.I.A. (Top photo). The Chamber 
of Manufacturers held an open competition for the area and 
P. J. Moroney, Lecturer in Architecture at the Q'land Uni-
versity, won with an excellent scheme that put a "Ziggurat" 
residential complex dead centre and gave those who enjoy 
living with the "City throb" an ideal location. He surrounds 
this residential block with conventional hotel, theatres, com-
mercial blocks and exhibition areas, etc. An enterprising 
scheme which deserves consideration. (Lower photo). At the 
moment the site remains desolate and everyone nervously 
awaits a definite solution. As the Courier Mail points out, 
the "important fact is, that the opportunity to use the site 
imaginatively exists now". 
If Once upon a comfortable time, the housewife, having 
packed hubby off to work and the kids to school, could sit 
down to a calm cigarette amongst the corn flakes and 
maybe, the placebo of a radio soap opera, musing the while 
over the poor breadwinner edging his way to town amongst 
squealing brakes, oaths and exhausts. But in Melbourne at 
least one radio station is determined that the little woman 
shall share her spouse's agonies. Not only is there a breath-
taking broadcast of traffic jams, blockages, collisions and 
confusions for her to listen to, with suggestions that a quick 
change of route would ease the passage (visions of a 
thousand motorists, following a mistaken cue, simultaneously 
swinging up Government House drive) so that the whole 
trip is given the air of a gun-running dash to the border; 
but now the post-breakfast bliss is also shattered by a 
prying, insidious, ubiquitous, snarl-spotting helicopter, which 
splutters from disaster point to disaster point. The 
"choppers" purpose —a "traffic advisory service". Just 
about all it really serves to do is raise the noise level and 
produce another drop in the environmental standard of the 
city. Kew Council has even agreed to allow the helicopter 
to land in one of the local parks provided the landing is 
before 9 a.m. If more than one radio station copies this 
caper, C-S knows a few Mums who'll be launching ground-
to-air missiles. 

Archts Parkinson and Hill's own studio at Peppermint Grove, 
W.A., was originally intended to be an open garage-work-
shop. The simple gangnail truss and tiled roof structure was 
enclosed with snowcemed clinker bricks and a site con-
structed curtain wall with alternate fixed glass and opening 
asbestos louvres. Ceiling is solomit matting under the bat-
tens and the floor honan-square mats over the concrete slab. 
The combination of straightforward use of simple materials 
and a magnificent site (under a huge gum tree in an estab-
lished garden) result in a really beautiful little building. 
Unfortunately this delightful and unobtrusive studio does not 
comply with the zoning regulations and the Architects are 
under notice to move to a "professional" area. 

Precast concrete frame construction in Australia is mainly 
in the hands of the Concrete Groups:—"Monier", "Hume", 
etc. A smaller group in the country town of Nambour, Old., 
called "Curtain Constructions Pty. Ltd." have developed a 
triangular precast concrete frame with roof and floor slabs. 
The engineers, Leighton & Sheehy, Brisbane, and the con-
sulting architects,• E. W. McMahon, Brisbane, have high 
hopes for the use of this patent for houses, schools, motels, 
flats, etc. For buildings North of Capricorn, it provides a 
weatherproof, cyclone proof, termite proof structure which it 
is claimed is erected in 12 hours at a cost of £150 a 100 
sq. ft. (roof waterproofing included). This experimental 
house (photo above) has been built at Kenmore (B'bane), 
and has proved very successful. Planning gets a bit tricky 
in the triangular shapes, but this could be handled by a 
sensitive designer. 
¶ $7 million will be spent by the Federal and West Australian 
governments at Exmouth, W.A. This Austerican town will 
have a population of about 2,000 by the end of 1967. 

Yesterday's boom towns produced some of the finest archi-
tecture in the country —today's booming North West does 
not follow this tradition. The W.A. State Housing Commis-
sion have countered criticism of the house type which they 
have been building in Exmouth by a demonstration model in 
Perth, and what a petty unimaginative runt of a little 
house it is. And it doesn't work any better than it looks. 
Large glazed areas face East and West, insulation from 
asbestos-stud walls and flat roof is minimal, overhangs are 
puny, cross ventilation to bedrooms, laundry, and kitchen 
quite ineffective. A family prepared to live hundreds of 
miles from the creature comforts of civilisation should at 
least have a decent little cottage to live in. 

• 

• 
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This intriguing house in Norwood NSW for Bob Woodward, 
by Woodward Taranto & Wallace, archts; is neatly squeezed 
info a difficult be-treed site on a forgotten suburb on the 
north side of Sydney Harbour, west of the bridge, rather 
like Mosman 20 years ago. General feeling of the house is 
Aaltoesque (Woodward had worked with him), all things 
warped to the visual image, although +here is no "focal" 
centre to the plan. In the interior photo the living room is 
the narrow gallery above the dining table, kitchen behind the 
wall on the left. C. M. Jones, cons. engineer; Hearne Bros. 
(Padstow) Pty Ltd, bldrs. 
II Paul Ritter's new book "Educreation" was a central issue 
around which the B.A.S.A. Convention in Perth revolved. The 
book is divided roughly into two halves. The first outlines 
what is wrong with society and with education, and along 
what lines these shortcomings could be put right through 
education. The second deals with the application of these 
ideas to the running of a school of Architecture. It is there-
fore directed at a widely divergent readership and at times 
insufficient care is taken to introduce the different aspects 
to the ignorant; one-sided arguments in psychology will be 
as meaningless to the architectural student, as details of 
structural experiments will be to the educationalist. The 
sociological and psychological arguments are in the form of 
strings of quotations which are indigestible. In the author's 
terminology of "attraction, fusion and liberation", these 
have not been through the process of fusion which would 
liberate their compound meaning to the reader. Ritter's 
own views on architectural education, are iconoclastic and 
should be read by every student, not only to enable them 
to see a light in the fog of their studies, but also so that 
they themselves may become pressure groups for reform 
within the schools. He would totally replace formal syllabus 
and didactic instruction with mutual co-operation and volun-
tary investigation and rightly gives no ground to sensible 
compromise, which is in any case inevitable and would only 
weaken the hand of the reformer in each application. There 
is one basic omission to his argument: given that general 
education is as pointless and irrelevant as it is and as he 
shows it to be, the high school graduate is normally quite 
incapable of self regulation. Therefore if radical reform of 
schools of architecture is to precede radical reform in 
general education, the age limit of entrants should be raised 
so that they have some contact with the real world before 
being thrown in at the deep end. One of Ritter's educrea-
tional techniques was brilliantly displayed at the R.A.I.A. 
Convention. Three speakers of widely divergent opinions 
were on-stage. Peter Middleton, the senior lecturer to the 
new W.A. University School, spoke first. He propounded the 
theory that since people want to live in suburbia and since 
there is plenty of land, architects should support suburban 
development and improve it by answering the public's basic 
requirement—the means to express +heir individuality by 
ostentatious display. Next J. Lewis Womersley showed photo-
graphs of the incredible achievement of the Sheffield City 
Council and others in the rehousing of vast numbers of slum 
dwellers in bright open deck housing; of real human misery 
solved by the application of massive industrialised building. 
Paul Ritter speaking last contended that it isn't high density 
that is wrong or low density that is wrong but the physical 
environmental shortcomings at Sheffield, and showed how 
successful suburban housing is in Radburn and elsewhere. 

¶ Report from Ian Godfrey, Hon. Secretary, AASA: "From 21st 
to 28th May the Australian Architecture Student's Association 
conducted its fourth Annual Convention in Perth. The theme 
was "Education in Architecture" and approximately 450 dele-
gates (including some 30 architects) attended from Interstate 
and Overseas. A crowded but smoothly co-ordinated pro-
gramme quickened delegates' interest through 35 hours of 
stimulating and visionary papers and 20 hours of valuable 
discussion and working sessions: The Main speakers were 
Professor R. Buckminster Fuller (U.S.A.), engineer-designer-
inventor-educationalist, member of the Delos Group; Professor 
Jacob B. Bakema (Netherlands), architect-planner-consultant 
professor, Member Team 10; Professor Aldo Van Eyck (Nether-
lands), architect-consultant professor, Member Team 10; John 
Voelcker (U.K.), architect, Director of Studies at the A.A. 
School in London, Member Team 10; Paul Ritter, M.C.D., B.Arch., 
F.R.I.B.A., M.T.P.I., A.R.A.I.A., A.A.T.P.I. (Australia), City Planner 
and Architect of Perth, author of "Planning for Man and 
Motor", "Educreation" etc. The basis of the Convention was 
the work of several years of studies and conferences by the 
students of Architects around the world but notably by the 
British Architectural Students' Association (BASA) and later, 
the recommendations of the 1965 Stockholm Congress on 
"The Education of Architects" conducted by the International 
Union of Students in Architecture (UIEA). Continuity from 
this direction was achieved by the presence of delegates 
Charles Fox, Ex-President of BASA and Jane Hawkins of the 
BASA Council. Professor Fuller spoke with great effect on 
his comprehensive, consistent and minutely-informed philo-
sophy; on the urgent challenge to the adaptive ability of the 
various environmental design disciplines which must embrace, 
in a world of finite resources, the many present-day socio-
economic-technological revolutions. Within the next 20 years 
the sum total of the world's man-made environment in all 
history until now, will be doubled. Professor Bakema stressed 
the necessity for consultative attitude in schools; student/ 
self-regulated curricula and co-operative guidance and par-
ticipation by tutors, lecturers and professors in the design 
process. If new architects, planners and design professions 
must be an extension of the school. Through co-operative 
attitudes of positive contribution the schools would flourish 
as the heart of the design community. Professor Van Eyck 
expressed in both poetic and practical terms the fundamental 
importance of a human basis to all forms of environmental 
design, to make environment the expression of people as a 
multi-dimensional extension of their myriad individual and 
social apprehensions of the Universe. Further, that for such 
a sensitive personal and socially perceptive design attitude 
to be propogated the design school must rid itself of formalis-
ing tendencies and be academically governed on all levels by 
its most perceptive organ—the co-operative student-staff 
group. John Voelcker drew from his sensitive appreciation 
of contemporary and future design challenges, years of 
experience in architectural education and a keen understand-
ing of administrative problems and prejudices a detailed 
study of a working school based upon the Stockholm con-
clusions, and gave a number of recommendations including: 
(a) Opposition to permanent and long-term staff appointments 
which (i) seriously limit the field of selection, (ii) tend to 
formalise the curriculum and stifle individuality. (b) Individual 
schools should select real and relevant environmental pro-
blems as their bases and orient research through expert 
seminars which encourage the designer to interpret all aspects 
of individual and social behaviour and skills. (c) Encourage-
ment of free inter-school student migration according to 
student interest and without prejudice to academic progress. 
Paul Ritter expounded his detailed study of education for 
creation (which is fully described as applicable to schools 
of architecture in his book "Educreation"). His educational 
principles are based on the triple foundation of self-regula-
tion, co-operation and a therapeutic attitude. The working 
sessions attempted to evaluate the information presented and 
relate it to current education practice in Australia's 14 schools 
of architecture in order to arrive at detailed recommendations 
which will be published in a report later in the year. At the 
AASA Council Meeting held during the week student repre-
sentatives from throughout Australia expressed the need for 
close working liaison between AASA and the RAIA so that 
problems confronting the community and the profession 
can be jointly met with vigorous and creative policy. Although 
the Association sponsored two of the papers delivered to 
the RAIA Convention this year, feelings were mixed as to the 
value of such assistance when once again virtually no interest 
was shown in making any positive use of that Convention. 
Architects and students alike expressed disappointment that 
many members of the profession were prevented from attend-
ing the student venue since the date change of the RAIA 
Convention had unfortunately coincided with it. At the close 
of the week the AASA Convention was broadly commended by 
overseas visitors and Australian architects alike as being 
perhaps unequalled as a stimulating expression of responsible 
and valuable student activity towards mature aims". 
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Takes a beating, lying down!. 
Smooth surface floor coverings — in Stores, offices and homes, must be able to take a beating. 
That's why more and more architects are specifying Dun_op Vinyl-Asbestos Floor Tiles. 
They resist the heaviest beating, yet come up smiling and stay beautiful for years and years. 

Why are Dunlop Vinyl - Asbestos Floor Tiles so tough ? Because they contain a balance of 

asbestos and P.V.C. blended together to form a durable material of high stability, capable 

of withstanding the heaviest traffic and resistant to moisture and chemical attack. Next time 

you are faced with a floor situation that calls for an attractive yet tough covering, specify 

Dunlop Vinyl - Asbestos Floor Tiles — they take a lot of beating ! 
FLOORING 

SERVICE 

FLOORING DIVISION: DUNLOP RUBBER AUSTRALIA LIMITED. 
96 Flinders Street, Melbourne. 63 0471 18 Paterson Street, Launceston. 2 2067 424 Murray Street, Perth. 21 8141 
Centenary 	Place, 	Brisbane. 31 0271 27-33 Wentworth Avenue, Sydney. 2 0969 27 Argyle Street, Hobart. 2 6581 
131-133 Pirie Street, Adelaide. 8 1541 

Dunlop Vinyl Asbestos Tiles. Flexible Vinyl Tiles. Rubber Flooring. Linoleums. Trowelled underlays. 
Parquetry smooth and surface floor coverings of all types. DAS 
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